
From: Roberts, Jason
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2016 8:00 AM
To: Dan
Cc: Liguori, Sheri
Subject: RE: Follow-Up to FCC Complaint Ticket 758571

Dan, thank you so much for replying and I have no doubt the Station appreciates
your kind words related to their news. As noted the Station is in the process of
moving to a new third party captioning center and we appreciate your patience as
we work all the bugs out. Also because I am primarily in Chicago, I have included
Sheri Liguori, our programming coordinator at the Station, on this email as she will
best be able to answer questions and give additional details on transition dates as
we seek ways to improve the captioning.

Again, thank you for your vigilance and push to help our Station best serve viewers
such as yourself.

Jason Roberts
Senior Counsel
312-222-3894
jroberts@tribunemedia.com

From: Dan [mailto:z7zimsen@hotmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, July 16, 2016 10:26 PM
To: Roberts, Jason
Subject: Re: Follow-Up to FCC Complaint Ticket 758571

Dear Mr Roberts,

It is encouraging to learn that KCBQ unearthed several totally
unsatisfactory elements in the Captioning of the News. Those of us who
rely on it, will appreciate your effort. I console my friends who sympathize
with my loss of hearing by telling them "I have not heard a political lie since
2005."
With the help of your captioner, maybe I will read some on the screen
which are not further distorted by nonsense captioning.

Two things I might raise as questions.
1. The facts you cited describing the reasons capioning is so bad do not
absolve the station of fault. The Engineer here has, for more than 40 years
had all his work subjected to Quality Control. In this case, somebody
actually working for the station would be tasked to monitor the captions and
note shortfalls. If chronic and unconnected, the engineering solution is to
get a new captioner. As in "You are Fired,"

My experience with captions has been that live captioners do a much
better job than the voice recognition software. (Especially the software in
the era of Windows 98.) Have you considered these?
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I appreciate being kept in the loop. When the new capioning service is on
board, I would be pleased to come to your place and help with the beta
testing. I do hope that happens soon.

Working for a contractor who does work for Navy and Army, I do know that
changing sub contractors, can drag on unless the management members
with clout start immediately talking to each other. Good luck.

And to end on a good note, pressing for adequate captioning for the news
casts you originate makes good sense to me. Your news team does an
outstanding job, morning, afternoon, and evening.

Dan Zimsen PE

cc: John Waldo; John Allen, HLAA; Susan Kimmel

From: Roberts, Jason <JRoberts@Tribunemedia.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2016 12:17 PM
To: Susan Kimmel; z7zimsen@hotmail.com; DROcarriersupport@fcc.gov;
shavonne.morris@fcc.gov; sherita.kennedy@fcc.gov
Cc: Pearson, Pam; Liguori, Sheri; Otis, Pat; Rosenberg, David
Subject: Follow-Up to FCC Complaint Ticket 758571

Please find attached on behalf of Tribune Broadcasting Seattle, LLC, a follow-up
response to the above referenced Informal Captioning Complaint (FCC Complaint
Ticket 758751) submitted by Mr. Zimsen related to captioning provided on KCPQ,
Tacoma, Washington. A hard copy of this response, along with the two requested
DVD copies of KCPQ 10 pm newscasts, are being sent overnight to Ms. Kimmel’s
attention.

If you have any questions, please contact the undersigned.

Jason Roberts
Senior Counsel
312-222-3894
jroberts@tribunemedia.com
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